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“

”

“ROI figures range from 38% to over 600%, 
depending on whether the new information or content 
management system is an incremental improvement 
over an existing one or is an entirely new system 
replacing previously manual processes”.

Source: The High Cost of Not Finding Information An IDC White Paper



The Problem…



“

”

“It would take over 3 trillion years for a team of 
10,000 analysts to read all of the unstructured 

information currently available today”



How can AI technology help?



Semantic Concepts Taking Discovery
Beyond the Search



BISAC and Keywords Natural Language Processing Deep Neural Networks

Technical Evolution: from Keywords to Neural 
networks



Concepts not keywords

Brexit

● Terms change over time
● A concept/keyword must be 

attached to a definition

Nurofen



Understanding context and meaning – 3D Printing

● The term ‘3D printing’ isn’t mentioned in the text itself
● Algorithms understand meaning - what is being written about 
● They can also understand context



Disambiguation drives results and efficiency



This AI Knowledge Graph Technology led to the 
creation of:

a next generation AI concept-based visualization search tool, 
powered by the full text ingestion over 500 million academic 
documents

using the power of the Yewno Knowledge graph to understand 
proprietary content such as a publisher’s collection or institutional 
repository



Artificial Intelligence for 
Precision Discovery and Curation
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The Library Repository
• Explore content across your 

collections
• Create semantic metadata to 

improve discovery
• Connect your documents and 

authors
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You can also explore each item of repository 
content in detail…

Linking to 
Yewno
Unearth, all 
repository 
content can 
be analyzed 
at topic and 
concept level
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Speed up discovery by exposing the  exact sections of 
text 
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Repository content clearly indicated
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Find the content in your repository
…contextualized…
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Filters

Initial filter shows all 
documents

When clicking on 
Institution Author the 
filters update to show OA 
and licensed content 
along with total content in 
repository
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Depending on 
whether the 
item has been 
published, the 
researcher will 
be directed to 
the repository 
or the 
publishers site
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Linking to Cattolica repository



5 Tips
Improve Discovery in your library with AI



1) Is it a dynamic environment?

2) Can the technology disambiguate, and does it provide 

definitions?

3) Can it understand context?

4) Does it learn, or does it need to be fed keywords/concepts?

5)Can it make connections and inferences ?



Thank You!
manisha@yewno.com

…next up – Ben McLeish!

mailto:manisha@yewno.com

